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ABSTRACT

It was the purpose of the present investigation

to compare the relative: effectiveness of electromygraphic

feedback and an abbreviated version of progressive

relaxation as relaxation training procedures in the

context of individual differencêsc Literature from the

areas of personality' physiology¡ and learning suggested

that Rotter0s construct of Internal-External loeus of

control might be useful in accounting for sone of the

individual differences observed in obtaining both

objective (frontalis-EMG) muscle relaxation as well as

subjeetive feelings of relaxation by the two techniques'

Fifty-seven female subjects¡ selected on the

basis of their quartile scores on the f-E Scale were

randornly distributed among three treatment conditions¡

biofeedback¡ progrêssive relaxationo and. eontrolo

Subjeets participated individually in two sessions held

five to seven days apart. Session I was divided into

three periods comprisi-ng baseline, treatmentr and

post-treatment phases" An affeet rating scale and

strategy questionaire were administered after session T.

Session II was conducted in order to investigate retention

of training. Additionally¡ ârI anticipatory or preparatory

response phase r commencing l0 seconds before the treatment

properr was assessed for the two training groups.

Results indicated baseline differences attributable



to ]ocus of controlr treatment condition¡ and the inter-

action of treatment and locus of control. As predicted¡

the frontalis EMG leveÌs of Externals exceeded that of

Internals. Subjects in both the biofeedback and progressive

relaxation procedures exhibited elevated muscle activity

to that of subjects in the control conditj-on. The

frontalis tension of Internals in the progressive relaxation

eondition was significantly lovrer than that of Externals

in progressive relaxation and all subieets in the biofeed-

back procedure, It did not differ from that of control

subjects,

The prediction that fnternals would exhibit

greater preparatory responses because of their presumed

higher nlotivation in a skilled task failed to be confi-rmed.

llowever, results indicated that subjects in the biofeedback

procedures signficantly elevated their frontatis tension

in response to a signa] indicating that treatment would

begin in 30 seeonds. Subjects in the progressive

relaxation condition did not.

0vera11 treatment results incicated significant

effects d.ue to treatmente interaction of treatment and

locus of control, and trials. In terms of the magnitude

of frontalis Ì,/lAP. s I biofeedback proved to be least

effective for all subjects. No difference was found

among Internals and Exterrrals in the biofeedback condition

and Externals in progressive relaxation, The frontalis

Levels of these three groups exceeded that of the other



three, among which no differences vrere found" Howevert

Interrral-s in both training procedures significantly
decreasecl their MÂPfs over trialsr while only Externals

in progressive relaxation did sor Neither Externals in

the biofeedback condition nor the control- groups signifi-
cantly decreased muscle activity over trials. Although

all groups decreased MAP! s significantly from baseline

to treatmentr only Internals in the tivo training
procedures were able to rnaintain a level of rel-axation

in post-treatment significantly lower than baseline.

0vera11 results frorn the affect rating scale

indicated that internals rated themselves as more relaxedt

less tense, and experiencing less anxiety tha¡ Externals.

No difference was found betv¡een Internals and Exter':rals

in the eontrol groups. There was also no difference

between Internals and Exterrrals in terms of subjective

anxiety in the biofeedback condition" The strategy

questionaire resuLts indicated that subjects in the two

training procedur"u 'tho,rght nore about muscle aetivity"
than subjects in the control conditions.

When divided by treatment groups, comelatíonal

results indicated that the frontalis levels of subjects

in the biofeedback group eorrelated signifieantly with

their subjective tension and relaxation. All four

frontalis measures of progressive relaxation subjects

eorrelated with their ratings of relaxation and anxiety.

Relaxation and anxiety failed to significantly correla'be



for Internals across all treatlnent conditions.

Results were di-scussecl in terms of the role of

individual differences in the relative efficacy of

biofeedback and progressj-ve relaxation. The relationship

between frontalis tension and subjective assessments of

relaxation was emphasized.
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T}IE ROLE OF LOCUS OF CONTROL TN

ELECTROÙTYOGRÀPHIC FEEDBACK AND ABBREVIATED PROGRESSTVE

RELAXATION TR¡.INING PROCEDURES

While the critical and compl-ex rol-e of

reinforcement in the acquisition and maintenanee of

behavior has been l-ong recognized, the relatively recent

development of biofeedback proeedures has added a

challenging new dimension to its study. Bíofeedbaek is
a technique which provides the individual with immediate

sensory information regarding his physiological activities
via an amplified index, and whieh may facilitate the

voluntary conditioning of certain responses (Barber, Dicara,

Kamuja, Mil]er, ShapÍro & Stoyva, L9?Ia; Barber, Dicara,

Kamuja, Mi1ler, Shapiro & Stoyva, 1971b). Viewed.from

within the context of an operant conditioning paradignto

this augrnented sensory inforrnation or "feedback" functions

as both discriminative stumulus and reinforcement. Hor,rever,

just as some individuals Learn particular molar behaviors

more efficiently than do others under ostensibly ídentical

rej-nforcement conditions, the issue of individual differenees

in the effeetiveness of rei-nforcement appears to have

equally significant implications for the operant

conditioning of bioelectricaÌ activity (Church. 1964).

fn the area of muscular relaxation, electromyo-

graphic (nUC) feedback conditioning increasingly is being

considered as a training technique comparabLe to, or even
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interchangeable with, Jacobsonrs (1918) progressive

rel-axa'tion procedure (,{lexander, French & Gooclman, 1974) ,

IndividuaL differences in the ability of persons to

control muscular activity by progressive and abbreviated

relaxation methods are observed by Jacobson (f970):

"some understanding patients do well without practicing

at aLl, but like any other skitl, tension control develops

particularly with practice (p. 61). " It is the purpose

of the current study to compare the relative effectiveness

of electromyographic feedback conditioning and an abbreviated

version of progressi-ve relaxation (Paul , L966) in ttre

context of individual differences). Literature from the

areas of personality, physiology, and learning suggest

that Rottere s ¡954, 1966) construct of internal-external

locus of control rnay be useful in aeeounting for some of

the individual differenees observed in attaining both

objective (nuc) muscle relaxation as well as subjeetive

feelings of relaxation by the two techniques.

Two reeent investigators (nay, L97L; Fotopoulos,

L9?o) have dernonstrated. the effect of Rotterf s (t954, L966)

construct of internal-external locus of control on

biofeedback heart-rate (nfC) conditioning. According

to soeial learning theory, on which the I-E concept is

based, individuals with differential reinforcement histories

can be d.istinguished by the degree to which they attribute

reinforcement to their own behavior as opposed to less

predictable external sources. The perception of thís
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causal relationship is not a¡ all or nothing event, but

is measured on a continuums the more externally control-led

individual views himself as being less in eontrol of his

own reinforcenent and frequently at the merey of such

forces as chance, fater or powerful others. Rotter Q966)

suggests and subsequent data appears to adequateÌy support

(.loe, l-97l-) tne posítion that a generalized expectancy

of locus of control ca¡r be measured by a self-report
instrument (see trppendix A) sarnpling attitudes in a wide

variety of situations. It is further suggested that an

I-E score will be indicative of eonsístent individual
differenees reflected in both the nature of the learning

process and the particular situation. Rotter postulates

that when an internally-control-LeC person perceives

reinforcement as being contingent upon his ovrn actionso

the occurence of either a positíve or negative reinforcement

respectively, rvill increase or decrease the probability

of that behavior recurring in the salne or similar situations.
The externally-controlled individual, on the other hald,

will not respond so effectively nor consistently to such

reinforcement as a result of his belief that it is beyond

his realm of inf luenee. Several studies (.loe , I97l t
Seeman & Evans, 1962) support hypotheses that fnternals
not only will exert more initiative and effort in

infLuencing their external environmen-bs but also will
manage to control their own impulses such as smoking,

more effectively than External-s (Jarnes, Woodruff e Werner,
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1965¡ Straits & Sechrest, 1963). In an extensive review

of releva:rt research employing the I-E scale, Joe (1971)

concludes that whil-e there is some evidence supporting

Rotteres (tgøí) predietion that InternaLs will- generally

perform more effieiently under skilled conditions while

Externals will excel in chance or luck situations, the

data are currently inconclusive.

In the Fotopoulos Q97O) investigation of heart

rate increase, Internals exhibited superior control of

their heart-rate to that of External-s under both the

no-feedback 'nthinking" condition and the oscilloscope

inforrnation feedback ccndj-tion. However, vlhen Externals

were the dually reinforced by both visual inforrnation

feedbaclc and an experimenter-operated buzzer cont5-ngent

upon heart-rate increasen their perforrnance exceeded

that of Externals recei',¡ing only information feedbaek

and approached that of fnternals. It appears, then, that
Internals a:rd External-s differ not only in the degree

to v¡hich they are able to utilize internal cognitive

resources and proprioceptive feedback to increase heart

rate as demonstrated by the "thinking" condition but

al-so in what constitutes effective reinforcement. While

the buzzer signal had a significantly greater effect in
produeing an inerease in heart-rate than non-reinforcement

over all subjects, visual inforrnation concerning önets

ovrn skill provlded sufficient rej-nforcement for Internals

while the additional efternal influence of the Experimenter
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vras neeessary for Externals to attain a similar leve1.

Rayrs (r9Zf) study investigated conditioning

of both hearb-rate inerease and decrease by Internals and

Externals, yielding results supportive of the Fotopoulos

(tgZo) finding that Internal-s are better able to increase

heart-rate than ExternaLs. However, Externals proved to

be sígnifieantly more proficient at, decreasing heart-rate

than Internals. This strong interaetion effect between

locus of control- and conditioning of heart-rate direction

suggests that the hy¡rothesis of Internal superiority in

skilled learning cannot simply be extended to the control

of physiological responses. 0n the eontrary, there

probably exists a complex and intimate interrelationship
among the subtleties of the personality variable, the

modality and 1evel of the physiological index, and the

learning process.

Self-report measures in the Ray GgZt) study

indieated that Internals and Externals adopted different
strategies for control of their heart-rates. Externals

reported that they "looked at objects in the rooTn"

significantly more during the deceleration task than

during the acceleration task, and fnternals reported

less time than Externals observing the room during both

tasks. fn assessing a number of studies supporting

situational stereotypy, Libby, Lacy, and Lacy OSZZ)

observe that a task requiring cLose attention to the

environment is accompariíed by a depressor component,



whereas "mentaL wor.k" facilitates an accel_eratory and

pressor component. specifically, they found that cardiac

slowing increased as the attention-i.nterest value of
stimu]i increased. The presumably divergent approaches

to the conditioning task taken by the ExternaL, vrho

theoretically rel-ies on the external environment for a

frame of reference, and the rnternal-, who attempts to
exert cognitive cont-rol-, may be psyehophysiologicalry

associated with their rel-ative success on heart-rate
decrease and increase tasks.

Additional]y, Libby, Lacey, and Lacey (]:g?Z)

found that heart-rate deerease was linearly reLated to
a pleasantness dimension, with unpreasant stimuLi provoking

the greatest sJ_owing. Although Ray (Ig?f) found no affect
to be associated with successfuf performance on both the
increase and decrease tasks, the unpteasant affects of
"annoyed" and "irritated', were significantly negatively
associated with successful- performance on the heart-rate
increase task. The Externals rated that they vrere annoyed,

irritated, anxious, discouraged, and bored during the
tasks significantì.y more than dÍd rnternal-s. whether

negative affect facilitates cardiac deceleration, inhibits
cardiac acceleration, or is merely a component in a

comprex patterning of psychophysiorogical- activity is
unclear.

The evi.dence that Internals and External-s may

differentially rêarn to'controL their heart rates cannot
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necessarily be directl-y applied to conditioning of the

skeletal muscul-ature. Although research focusing on the

relationship of muscl-e tensi-on and autonomic reactivity
with certain aspects of personaLity has proceeded for
decades, Goldstein (1972) reports that no discrete traits
can be associated v¡ith either ph¡rsiotogical index.

However, some evidence for individual differences in
response modality does merit attention. Goldstein (1964)

found that individuaÌs could be differentiated on the

basis of'a consistent tendency to exhibit an elevated

response of either the autononic nervous system as

measured by heart-rate and blood pressure or of the

skeÌetal- muscular systern. Supporting this finding is an

investigation by Kempe (I956) in rvhich he describes a

person who responds to stress primaril-y through the

skeretal musculature as being more aloof and intellectual-
in his approach to life while the autonornie responder is
assessed as being more emotionally sensitive and concerned

with sociar acceptance. Bal-shan (lg6z) reports correlations
of muscle tension with Guil-ford-Zimmerson personality

traits, connoting a person v¡ith heightened muscLe tension

as somewhat impulsive and spontaneous. Houston (I9?Z)

found, contrary to expectation but consistent with

Ray's (tgZt) resuJ-ts, that externally-oriented subjects

assumed to hold general feeLings of heJ-plessness manifested

ress physiological- arousal in terrns of heart-rate durlng

stress than internally-oriented persons. It seems, although
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the modal-ity of response may suggest an idiosyncratic

reactivity, it does not, in itself , ill-umitrate the learning

process when the specific physiolocal index is the response

which one is to modify. Research conducted on the

psychophysiology of arrxiety appears to be relevant

regarding the relationship of personality and reÌaxation

training procedures.

The rnost direct association between physiological

phenomena and the subjective state of anxietyr or tension,

was advanced by the James-Lange hypothesis: essentially,

it states that exper5-ence of museular tension (a¡d autonomic

activity) is what actually constitutes the emotion. Malmo

arrd Shagass ¡949) described anxiety as a "heightened state

of expectation refleeted primarily in the skel-etal mu.scuLar

system (p. 2I). " Although opposing views of the directional

causaL relationship frequently have been postulated, a

generally accepted- postion is that rnuscular tension, as

measured by electronyographl, may provide a useful correlate

to subjeetive tension without implying causality (Lader ¿

Matthews, ]-97l-), Several studies (wiffiams & WiLliams,

L96?; Davis, Malno & Shagrass, L954; Sainsbury & Gibson,

l-954) have differentiated anxious patient populations from

norrnals by means of elevated muscl-e action potentials (vi¡p).

However, Balshan (lg6Z) found that only muscular activity
during stress discriminated between groups of normal-

female subjects selected on the basis of extreme scores

on two marrifest anxiety scales. She (Goldstein, L964)
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later reported that autonomic measures were successful in
differentiating normal femares from anxious femaLe patients

and supported the earlier (Balsha¡, 1962; Martin, Ig56)

findings that skel-etal- muscular activity discriminates
between anxious and non-anxious subjects more readily
during a stress condition than during a resting period..

shipman, Oken and Heath (r9?0) investigated an outpatient
population durj-ng periods of rest and tl.¡o stress conditions,
white noise and a contrived danger. No personality
differences were demonstrated during rest; however, in
response to white noise depressed patients exhibited a

considerable increase in frontaLis muscle tension as did
persons deseribed as fiel-d dependent. contrary to vrhat

may have been expeeted by Lacey (tgøZ ) tfre latter also
shorved an increase in heart-rate. Those patients with
the lowest forehead tension during white noise, conversely,

appeared to be generall¡r active people with high ego

strength and high achievement drive. The psychological

stress ecnd.ition of the contrived danger more drarnatiearly
elevated most museLes and most autonomi-c measures

considered by the authors to be hÍghly related to the amount

of subjective anxiety developed by the individual.
The weight of the evidence from these investigatíons

largery ernploying heterogeneous patient groups suggests

that physiological reactivity is rnore evid.ent during
periods of stress than rest and, additionarlyo that the

kind of stress may be an important factor. Responding
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to generalization difficulties from patient groups to

norrnals and serious criticism confronting earJ-ier EMG

technology (Grossman & i{einer, 1966), two investigators
(Smittr, l-9?3; Matus, I9?4) have recently studied muscJe

tension differences among norrnals at rest. Smith ÃgZl)
found that resting frontal-j.s EHÏG levels positively
correlated both with measures of trait anxiety and external-

Iocus of Control. Matus ßgZ4) found resting frontalis
EMG leveLs to correlate signifieantly with the exvia-invia

factor from Catellrs IPAT and with the Maudsley extraversion.

Although frontaLis musele activity was not significantly
associated with field dependence as measured by the rod

and. fra¡re test, resting forearm extensor muscles eorrelated

with field dependence in the l{atus stud¡r. It seems clear

that even though the individuals in the Smith and ivlatu.s

studies were not subjected to any manipulated stress

variable, they differentially responded physically to the

experimental situation in a marrner consistent with the

psyehologicaÌ tests. 0n the basis of investigations

conducted with greatly varying subject groups and numerous

operational definitions of anxiety, it appears that

subjective anxiety may be refLected in both skeletal

tension and autonomj-c reactivity. Although stress

conditions may emphasize individual differences in psycho-

physiological- reactivity, personality variables may also

be associated with EMG leve1s at rest.
The somatoautonomic relationship and its
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association with the psychologically defined responses

of anxiety and stress-perception have J-ong been the

subjects of consiclerabl-e speculation andr rêcentIy, of

some controversy. 0n the grounds of avail_able neurophysio-

logicaÌ evidence, Jacobson (1938) postulated that decreased

muscle activity should facil-itate reduced autonomicn

particularly sympathetic, aetivity through a centrally
mediated feedback system. Wolpe (195S), following
Jacobsonts position, and viewing anxiety as a response

characterized by hígh Levels of muscle tension arrd

sympathetie arousal-, proposed that muscLe reLaxation

could thus be expected to be i-ncompatible lvith, or to
reciprocally inhibit, anxiety. Wolpe specifically
anticipated reduced sympathetie nervous system aetivity
to acconpany the successful use of vol"untary musele

relaxation in the presence of stress-produ.eing fear
stimuli (1958, pp, ?2-?3, I35), .Although Wolpe's position
has reeeived impressive clinical support from a number

of sources, investigations manipulating either the anxiety

or muscle tension level¡ or both, have shown l_itt1e

support for a simple version of the reciprocal inhibition
hypothesis. Wil-son and Wil_son (tgZO), dividing male

subjects arnong three anxiety Levels and. three muscle

tension conditions, expected that musele relaxation
instruction preeeding a stressful paired-associate learning

task would improve J-earning in highly anxious subjects

by decreasing debi.litating reactivity to the learning
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situation. llowever, they f ound that, regardl-ess of

anxiety l-evelr ñìnscLe tension subjects were superior in

learning to those in the muscle refaxation condition

and, further, that high and medium anxious subjects did

not differ in Jearning efficiency, both being significantly
superior to l-ow anxious subjects. The data seemed to

suggestr âs weIl, that the physiological "coping" response

to stress may vary among individuals according to their
anxiety level: the learni-ng of high arxious subjects vras

superior in the induced ¡nuscl-e relaxation condition.

Supporting this is evidence presented by Grim (tgZl) i-n

an investigation studying the'effect of self-induced

muscle tension and relaxation aided by auditory feedback

of breath sounds on anxiety level. Grim found that
masseter tension increased the self-reported arxiety of

individuals with low initial anxiety and decreased that

of persons rvith high initial anxiety. Atthough respiration
feedback decreased anxiety at al-l but the lov¡est levels,
Grim noted that tensing, in addition to relaxation, should

be explored as an anxiety-reducing technique for highly

anxious subjects in desensitization therapy. Sue (lgZZ)

found no difference in the effectiveness of desensitization

of snake phobia in female subjects under both muscl-e

tension and autonomic activity are necessary components

of the anxiety response or are part of an effort to control
anxiety and cope witil the perceived stress remains obscure.

The programing'or sequence of the stress situation
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itself may be of significance when considering the problem

of anxiety and psychophysiological responsivity. fn

revievdng the literature on learning and muscle activity
as measured by electromyo$raphy, Goldstein (1972) reports

a complex rel-ationship among attentiveness, increased

effort and high motivational- Level--al-L of which augment

muscle action potentials. She notes that one eannot, in
practice, differentiate those effects on muscle tension

that are due to motivation from the effects of effort and

from set. The preparatory period and that immediately

fo]lowing a task appear to be of particufar importanee in
distinguishing normal-s from arxious sub jects. With normal-

subjects, Davis Qglg) observed an initiaL increase in

forearm and cal-f I"/IAPûs at the onset of mentaL work, followed

by a quiek drop to a level somewhat above that of a resting

condition, and then a more gradual increase. Mal-mo and

Srnith Í955) reported that the most reliable tensional

differences between psychiatric patients and controLs were

to be found in the preparatory period. Although there

were equ.ivalent autonomic preparatory responses in both

groups, the patient group exhibited far greater somatic

preparatory responsivity. Theoretically consistent with

Eason0s Ã959) observation that muscle aetivity varies

with subjective feelings of effort rather than with the

degree of applied physicaL forcen the psychiatrie patients

in Malmo, g! gJts study required greater arm tension in

a rapid discrimination task than controls. Additionally,
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the persistance of this greater tension (in tfre absence

of initial- differences) characterized the psychoneurotic

from the other patients. Wind (1969) found greater forearrn

tension in arrxious subjects tha¡r controls before and

after but not during a similar task. Martin (1956), con-

versely, found that the EMG l-evels of patients differed

from controls only during stressful interviews. fn genera],

ít appears from el-ectromyographic studies that anxious

individuals may experience anticipation, subjeetive effort'

and inability to rest after a task to a greater extent

than normals.

Related to this observati-on, and to the data

linking arxiety with muscle tension, is the eorrelational-

evidenee associating anxiety with externality. Ray and

Katahn (fgeg) report that Rotterss I-E Scale and the Taylor

Manifest Anxiety Scal-e are significantly comelated but

are assessing conceptually different variables. The authors

conclude that the association could not be attributed to

a hidden anxiety variable in the I-E Scale. Feather Og6Z)

noted the significant trend of externally oriented subjects

of both sexes to report more debilitating anxiety and

neurotic symptoms; and Tolor and Regnikoff Qg6Z) report

externality to be related to death anxiety in college

students. However, severaL of these investigators (Feather,

196? r Ray & Katahn, 1968) raise the question of whether

the betief in external control preeipitates anxiety or

whether anxiety facilitates a belief in external control.
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In addition to Rotterrs social- learning theory

on which the I-E concept is based, another perspective in
the differentiation of individuals according to their
perceived rel-ationship to the environment comes from the

study of perceptual field dependence. .A.ssessing two decades

of findings in the field of perception, Witkin and OLtman

QgAZ ) contend that salient features of a given individual-rs

perception, where direct sensory stinulation is involved,

are equally characteristic of his intellectual mode of

functioning. They suggest, additionally, that perceptual

a¡rd intellectual activities together eonstitute a pervasive

and stable approach to the environment, a distinctive
cognitive style. Perceptual field dependenceo measured

by such instruments as the rod-and-frame test (RFT), the

embedded figures test (nnf ¡, and d.raw-a-person 'best, is
based upon the degree of differentiation the individual
makes between himself and the external environmentu as

well- as among environmental stimuli. Although field
dependence and locus of control have failed to significantly
correlate in some studies (Feather, 196?), the two are

conceptually eonsistent to the extent that both field
dependent and externally-controlled individuals rely to

a greater extent upon the envj-ronment to provide them

with cues regarding their behavior than do field independent

and internal,ly-controlLed persons. The findings of

investigations using field dependence measures may be

particularly relevant to the current study¡ subjects
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learning to control their muscÌe activity during a novel

training procedure must be able to coordinate internal
proprioceptive cues with accu::ately perceived external

inf orma-bion.

S-budies on perceptual fiel-d dependence suggest

that field independent persons not onLy possess greater

body articulation but also are better abl-e to control

their psychophysiological reactivity under various

conditions. Field independent indívidual-s demonstrated

greater identification accuracy and had significantly
lov¡er thresholds for experieneing letter stimuli on the

forehead and the back of the hand than field dependent

subjects (Silverman, Coheno Shmavonian & Greenberg, l-96l-),

-A.lthough both field dependent and fiel-d independent persons

began sensory isolation confinement rvith a high l-evel of

physiological arou.saL, field independent individuals
gradually adapted, yhile field d.ependent subjects did not

(Cohen, Silverman & Shmavonian, 1963). Zuckernran (f g6A)

found that field dependent persons exhibited equally high

arousal leveLs to both sensory isolation and soeial

isolation in a furnj-shed room. The f ield independent

subjects, howevero demonstrated high arousal to sensory

isol-ation only. With particular reference to muscLe

activity, two studies (Escalona & Heider, 1959; Dyck ì

Witlcin & Oltman, 1967 ) have reported that differences

noted. in the four Io 3}-nonth period of life seemed

predictive of the degree of field dependence in the six
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to eight year period. Infa¡ts later assessed as field
independent exhibited moderate level-s of body activity
with predominantly l-ow levels of muscLe tension. Field

dependent children, on the other hand, had d.enonstrated

extremely high or low activity l-eveLs and were often

tense, with the ]atter being the more striking difference.

Ðmploying a number of measures other than field dependence,

Shipman et aI (1970) observed an increase in both heart

rate and museLe tension during white noise in "...environ-
mentally oriented, soeially dependent. . .stimulus bound

(persons) lacking internal reference points (p. 364),"
It appears that fieLd independent individuals, as wel-l

as Internals, may reaet more appropriately and deLiberately

to stressful and novel situations; whereas field dependent

persons and Externals seem to be Tnore psychophysiologically

reaetive to envj-ronmentalo particu-lary soeial, stimuli.
As discussed earliero the personality factor of

internal-external loeus of control- appears to substantially
influence the conditioning of heart-rate, Subsequent

discussion cumulatively suggests that one might expect

equally profound ind.ivj-duat differences in ability to

eondition the level of skeletal- muscular activity by

eleetromyographic (niilG) feedback and other relaxation
procedures. However, there currently seems to be some

discrepancy concerning the importance of such differences

anong El',1c-biofeedback investigations conducted to date

with subjects unselected on a¡y personallty variable.
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Basmajian (]rg?2) notes that a srnall minority of normal

subjects experience difficulty in relaxing; but he

emphasizes that EI'{Grs from norrnaL hurnan muscl-es generally

indicate that relaxation occurs complete\r and almost

instantaneously when subjec'bs are asked to relax. Although

Basmajian (L972) fou.nd no common characteristic distinguishing

the smal"l number of subjects who performed poorl-y on the

conditioning of single motor units from those who performed

weI1, Green, Walters, Green & l/turphygs (tg6g) ¿ata suggest

less eonfidence in dismissing a hypothesis of individual
differences. From 2I subjects, seven were able to attain
zero firing or single motor unit firing Ín l-ess than 20

minutes: 11 achieved low tension level-s v¡ith feedback,

and three who did not succeed at all exhibited some evidence

of strain. Alexand.er Agn) notes that while EMG feedback

trained subjects as a whole demonstrated statistically
significant evidenee of frontalis tension reduction over

trials, only seven of nineteen individu-als could confidently
be assessed as having rnet a strong criterion of learning.

In observing individuals prior to progressive relaxation

trainingo Jacobson (lg6Z) reports that many persons cannot

relax upon request; instead they contract in the effort
and often are not able to accurately report a rel-axed

state eonfirmed by EMG.

The relationship between a subjectively relaxed

state and actual leveL of muscle tension also merits

investigation in terrns of individual differences. If
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indeed, as Grim (tgZt) suggests, some individuals actually

increase muscl-e tension as a sort of coping response to

anXiet¡r, one would expect a negative association between

a self-reported rel-axed feeling and El'{G l-eveL. It may be

that the rel-ative nierit of biofeedback and progressive

relaxation procedures should be vievred not only from the

perspeetive of efficiency in redueing muscle tension but

also from their efficacy in aiding the individual to

experience subjective relaxation"

The demonstrated reLationship of Rotter¡s I-E

locus of control construct to the conditioning of heart

rate and the cumuLative data concerned with individual

differences in the ability to re]ax suggests that future

researeh in the area is v¡arranted. A matter of ímportance

in relating evidence from hea¡'t-rate conditioníng studies

to coirtrol of somatic responses is the question of skeletal

and/or cognitive mediation of autonomic responses in

operant conditioning proeedures" Slçirurer (1938) expressed

doubt that autonomie nervous system responses could be

operantly conditionedr and Srnith (t954), in a revievr,

proposed that all autonomic condi-bioning is an artifact

of skeletal muscle responding. More recently, the debate

has been forwarded by Katkin and Murray Qgøg) anA Crider,

Schawartz and Shindman (fp6p), Emphasizing alternative

explanations of positive findings on the instrumental

conditioning of various autonomic responses, Katkin and

Murray (fç64) suggest that the apparently voluntary control



exercised over autonomic activities such as heart-rate may

not be direct, but linked instead to a mediating voluntary
operant. They propose that the subjec'b is actually being

reinforced for sonatic, verbalr oF cognitive activity, and

that it is this response that may serve as either a

conditioned or unconditioned stimulus for autonomic nervous

system responding. Crider et a] (l-969) forcefully respond,ed

to many of l(atkin and Murray c s arguments against the direct
instrumental- conditioning of autonomic responsesi however,

they conceded that while Church0s QgS+) position was

inappropriately applied to punishment and avoidance

paradigms, potential sources of 'oias shclutd be attenuated

by controlling for individual differences in the

effectiveness of the reinforeer in a rervard paradigm.

fn a recent artiel_e, Mi1ler and Dworkin OSZZ)

report the considerable diffieulty in replieating studies

from their l-aboratory performed rvith curarized rats, studies

considered to be the "..otruly definitive series of

experiments establishing the phenomenon of instrumental

conditioning of autonomically mediated responses (I(attin ¿

Murray, 1968, p" 65.)" Other reports (Lisinan 1965; Rice,

1966) yield conflieting results concerning the nature of

the somatoautonomic relationship in Jearnirgr and the

issue remains unresolved.. While the question of skeletal
mediation in the j-nstrumental learning conditioning of

autonomic responses may not be so ostensibly crucial with

regard to practical applications, it may be scientificatly
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imperative to d.etermine whether the effect shoul-d be

framed in terms of classical or instrumental- conditioning,

or both. The role of reinforcement and its reLative

effectiveness i-n controll-ing the behavior of an individual
are inextricably invol-ved in the distinction of learning
processes. Not only the biofeedback conditioning process

itself but also its implications for therapeutic effects
(wtiller & Dworkin, L9?2; Gold.stein, I9?2¡ Green ej, al-, L969)

necessitate a more adequate understanding of the autonomj-c

arld skeletaÌ components of a response pattern and of their
relationship in terms of transfer of training (lvtitler g
Dworkin, I9?2) , Clearly at this point in our eomprehension

of the psychophysiological proeesses invoLved in biofeedback

condítioning, careful observation of skeletal musele

activity is required.

Research in the overlapping area of physi.otogy,

personality, and learning suggest that individual,

differences in the effectiveness of reinforcement are

reflected in a.n interaction of aLl three. Moreover,

cumulative evidence appears to support a relatíonship
arnong a generalized expectancy concerning the control of
reinforeement as measured by Rotterrs f-E Scale, the

physiologieal index of El,4G, and the 1earning processes

involved in relaxation training. H¡4rotheses are outlined.

below.

Hypothesis Ir Basel.ige. Because externally-oriented
individuals may be expected to exhibit a greater degree
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of anxiety and psychophysiologicaJ- arousal in a novel-

situation than Internals, EMG recordlngs under instructions

to relax during the initíal period shoul-d indicate greater

MÀPrs for Externals.

Hypotlres:!s IIr PrepaI:atory _response. Because internaLs

hold the belief that they are abLe to exert more control

over their environment and, thereforeo presunably have a

higher level of motivation in a skill-ed task they should

exhibit higher Ml.P0s during the preparatory period signalled
just before the initiation of both training procedures.

HJ]rgthgsls LII: Trj:_atment. (l) Because Internal-s are

generally expected to perform more suecessfully on perceived

skilled tasks, they will be better able to decrease their
IH.AP0s in the biofeedbaek procedure than Externals.

(B) In addition to their antieipated superiority in
skilled taskso Internals are expected to be more sensitive

to proprioceptive cues and better able to respond

appropriately in a novel situation. Therefore, the

performance of Internals should exceed that of Externals

in the .abbreviated. progressj-ve relaxation procedure.

(C) The muscle tension for subjects in both treatrnent

techniques is expeeted to decrease over trial-s, while that

of the control groups wil-I not. Because of the brief
duration of the training sessions and lack of Literature

comparing the two techniques, no predictions are forwarded
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eoncerning the relative efficiency of abbreviated progressive

refaxation and. biofeeclback. Iilo hypothesis is proposed

expecting d.ifferences in the two procedures f or External-s.

Hypo!þeeis fV: Sessi-on If . (n) Generatization and

durability of the relaxation effect vril-l be explored in a

second retention period. It is expected that the EMG levels

of all subjects rvill be reduced fron basel-ine levels in
Sessj-on I because the experimental- situatio., *ift .ro longer

be novel. This difference is expected to be greater for
Externals than for Internals.

Hypgthesis J: Sel-f-RepolLl,lgasu.Ies. In general, Internals

are expected to report greater subjective relaxation and

l-ess anxiety than Externals at the end of Session f .

Subjects in the training procedures are expectetl to report

greater relaxation than those in the control groups.

Differences in self-reported strategies will be

tested among groups; holever, no specific predictions are

made.

Additionally, relationships among subjective

and objective measures of relaxation will be explored in

the context of both locus of controL and treatment

condition.
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Subje_ct,s. The sutrjects \^Iere 57 femal-e unde::pçraduate students

at the University of l'4anitoba seLected on the basis of thej-r

quartite scores on the Rotter (lgøS) f-B Scale (see Appencti:c

A). Sub jects in the first quartile (mean = 16.?9, S.D. :

1.68) of the original distribution v¡ere referred to as

External-s or E8s and those scoring in the fourth quarti-le
(mearr = 6,L?, S.D. = 1.34), as Internals or f rs. None of

the subjects had previously participated in a ps}¡chophysio-

logical experiment and were unfa¡niliar with the procedure

of recording from electrodes. The subjects vÍere randomly

distributed among the three treatment gloups as folLows¡

I - Biofeedback (t{ = t0); I - Progressive Relaxation
(irt = 9); I - ControL (t'¡ = l0); E - Biofeedback (w = 10);

E - Progressive Relaxation (N = 10); arrd E - Control (m = B).

Analyses of variance performed on the scores of fnternals

and of Externals by treatment condition supported

randomization (FZrZ6 = ,7Bi UZrrS = .50, respectively).
The data from several subjects had to be discarded due

to some muscle-related physical impairment or fail-ure to
complete all phases of the experiment. The subjects were

also administered an affect rating scale ( see Appendix B )

and a strategy questionaire (see Appendix C) similar to
those employed by Ray (19?t) ,

Apparatus. The experiment v¡as conducted in two adjacent

rooms. The subjects received the training procedure in

24
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a 5x5 ft. chamber padded with black-covered fiberglass.
The temperature was maintained at ?5oF Q|oC) (cf . Goldstei.n,

L972) ano a srnal-I light instalted to prevent the room from

being entireJ-y black. A chai-r v¡ith adjustabre arm and

head-rests, on v¡hich the subject could comf ortabl¡r
recLine, was positioned in the cen.ber of the roon.

Subjects in both the biofeedback and progressive

relaxation conditions received auditory training information
through earphones. Although there is some evidenee that
auditory and visuaL feedback are equally effective in EMG

biofeedback training (ttarrison & Mortensen, 1962), studies
specifically comparing the two modalities find better
perforrnance produced by auditory feedback (Leibrecht, Lloyd

& Pounder, L973; carl-soo & Edf el-d.t, rg6i) " .A,dditionaltyo

eontinuous feedbaek has been found. to be superior to inter-
mittent averaging procedures for El4G training (Rubow ¿

Smith, l'97l-) " Thereforeo subjects in the biofeedback

training condition heard a tone with a frequency proportional
to the bioeteetric isotonie activity generated in the

muscLe. A high-pitched -Uone was indicative of a high

level of activity ando conversely, as MAP!s deereasedo the

tone lowered in frequency. The subjects in the progressíve.

relaxation eondition listened to tape-recorded instructions
simiLar to those of Paulrs Ogeø) version of abbreviated

progressive rel-axation. Control sub jects also wore

earphones on which the only sound was a tone to signal
the commencement and terrnination of periods.
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The recording leads were fed into an adjacent

room, where integrated El,{G recordings were made using a
Feedback l,{yograph BFT 401, the output of whieh wilf be

led to an IHFE dual channel- strlp chart recorder through

a BFT 23I optical isolator.

Proce.dur_e. Each su.bject in the experiment participated

individually in two sessions separated by five to seven

days. The first J0 minute session consisted of three

periods divided as follows; Period 1 - baseline or

initial resting level; Period 2 treatment condition
(nivlG feedback, progressive relaxation, or control); and.

Period 3 - resting post-treatment phase. .4,dditiona11y,

subjects in the two treatment conditions of biofeedback

and progressive relaxation received a signal indicating
that the training phase of the experiment would begin in
30 seconds: this was referred to as the preparatory or

articipatory period. The affect rating seaLe and strategy
questionaire patterned after those employed by Ray OgZt)

were administered irnmediately follorving Session I. The

second fifteen minute session consisted onì-y of instruetions
to relax as much as possible to investigate retention ín
the foll-owing week, See TabLe I for gfaphic representation

of design and time breakdown.

The subjects were inforned of the experimental

procedure, according to treatment group, by the Experimenter

prior to the application of elec-brodes. In generalo the
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TABLE I
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two treatment groups of biofeedback and progressive

relaxation were asked to relax for f-our minutes and 30

seeonds at which time they would receive a signal denoting

that the training phase would begin in J0 seconds. Âfter
the 20 nrinute training period, they were to remain relaxed
for five additional minutes. rn order to micmíc the

different phases in the trvo training procedures, the

control groups vúere instructed to relax for five minutes

and, upon hearing a tone, to "deeply,' rel_ax for 20 minutes.

A second tone indicated that they were to remain relaxed.

for five minutes. see Appendix D for specifie training
instructions.

Becknan surface EMG electrodes were applied to
the prepared (Basmajian, Lg6?) stin over the frontalis
muscle in the position deseribed by Tippold Qg6?, pp.

284-285) , Dc resistarrces betrveen action and reference

electrodes were maintained between two thousand and, ten

thousand ohms. The selection of this muscle was mad.e

for a number of reasons. Voas O?SZ) found test-retest
reliability co-efficients averaged. over a varíety of
conditions to be as high as .95 for the frontalis lvhí1e

that for severaL other muscles vras substantially lower.

Gotdstein (t972), in her extensive review of electrornyo-

Sraphy, asserts that the reliability of MAp's frorn this
muscre is high enough to merit its utility in measuring

differenees betr^¡een individual-s. rt seemedr &s werl-, that
the frontalis muscle was particurarly wamanted in a study
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comparing subjects in terms of both a personality variable
and differential instructional- sets. Travis and Kennedy

(rg4g) speculated that the frontal-is v¡as most sensitive to
expectation and often relaxes once the event occurs. shipman

ç7970a) observed that tension in six other muscles !.ras rel,ated

to personality at a rate expected by chance v¿hile a striking
association appeared to exist between the frontalis and a

depression--high-ego-strength eontinuum. Frontalis tension
in this study best discrinrinated among incrividuals during
both white noise and psychological stress conditions.
Additionally, shipmano cken, aird Gor-dstein Qge+) found that
the frontal-is often had its highest correl-ations with skin
conductance as opposed to other muscles. This is an

interesting observation in the context of expeeted anxiety
and tension differe.nees in the cu.rrent study. Frontalis
muscle tension v¡as found to decrease significantly in
response to re1a:cation ínstructions¡ ãs opposed to
directions to plan a nev¡ home program (matthews & Gelderu

1969). Although the dífferences were not statistically
significant, fea¡ scenes resul-ted in more frontal-is muscle

activity than neutral scenes in a d.esensítization procedure

(Grossberg & Wilson, 1968).

.A.fter both sessions were eompleted the subject
was briefed on the objeetives of the study and her
questions answered as fuJ-ly as possible at that point.
Results were made available to all subjects upon reqlrest

after the completion of study.
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A ti¡ne-sampling procedure was ernployed to obtain

measures of electromyographic activity during the various

stages of the experiment. During Session I, muscle action
potentials (wt¡pns) were sampled at l-O-second inte::vaLs

during the third and fifth ninutes of the 5-ninute initial
resting period; during the last five rninutes of the

ZO-minute treatment period; and during the Last tv¿o nrinutes

of the J-minute post-treatment period. Those sarnples

were then averaged to yield three scores representing the

three major phases of Session I. A fourth measurer the

preparatory response, rvas caLculated in the biofeedback

and. progressj-ve rel-axation conditions d.uring the Last

l0-seeonds sueceeding a warning signal and preeeeding the

treatment proper" A simifar method was also applied to
the efectromyographic data of Session fI. The means ai'rd

standard deviation are presented in Table II.

Base]ine. Analysis of variance (see Table III) performed

on baseline or initial resting Ievel scores yielded

significant main affects for Locus of controL and treatrnent

as wel-L as a significant interaction effect (see Table III).
Externals demonstrated elevated frontal-is muscle activity
relative to that of internals during this period; and

individuals in both the biofeedback and progressive

relaxation treatment conditions exhibited greater muscle

tension than those in the control condition. Post-hoe

30
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TABLE IIÏ

.A.NALYSIS OF VARIANCE-BASELII\iE RESTIIIG LEVELS

Source Df' Sum Squares l','lean Squares F

r-E I t4 ,233 14 .43 4 .2oo

Treatment 2 4.Lt.Bg| 22.44? 6.63oo

Interaction 2 25,gO3 l.2,95:r 3,82o

Error 5t :.629 , Q9? 3L 9t+3

.A.d justed Error 3.387

Total- 56 2438.?L5

r
p /- ,05

4*

p<.005
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eomparisons by índependent sample t tests demonstrate that
the interaction can be attributed to the fact that fnternals
in the progressive relaxa-bion condition exhibited si¡4nit'i-
cantly lov¡er MÂPes than did Internal-s in the biofeedback

condition (t = 4,34, p1.002) and Externals in both the

biofeedback (t = 2,6?, p<.05) and progressive relaxation
conditions. t'lo differenees were found bet'¡¿een the tlvo

controL eonditions nor betvreen rniernals in the progressive

relaxation treatment and either control grou.p. (see Figure 1).

Prepalatory. Ernploying the measure of muscl_e activj.ty
for the thirty seconds preceding the warning signal as

covariante, an analysis of covariance for the anticipatory
response showed no significant differenees for l-ocus of

control or treatment. Howeveru beeause it seemed reason.a.ble

that possible differences may have been masked by an

analysis of covarianee measuring only differenees in
amplitude over a very short period of time, a non-pararnetrie

test was also performed. rndividuals in the biofeedback

condition demonstrated elevated t'4.4,P0s in the thirty seconds

succeeding the warning signal and preceeding the treatment
,2proper (x- = L2.5u p1-,01). No significant change was

observed in subjeets in the progressive relaxation cond.ition

receiving a simil-ar warning signal, and no difference was

found between rn'ternal-s and External-s in their anticipatory
response to treatment.
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FIGURE T

MUSCLE ¡.CTIVITY OF GROUPS OVER TIME
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Treatm.ent. An anarysis of variance for repeated measures

was performed on the electromyographic values representing

the baselineo treatmento post-treatment, and Session II
scores (see TabLe rv). significant effects were found for
treatment, the interaction of treatment and locus of

eontrol, and trials. Post-iroc comparisons of treatment

differences by independent sample t tests indicated that
subjects in the biofeedback condition exhibited higher

muscle tension than did those in both the progressive

relaxation and control conditions (t = L99, p<,o5i
t = ll.1B9, p1.001, respectively). Individuals in the
progressive rel-axation trea'bment al-so demonstrated. elevated

frontalis measures compared to control- su.bjects (t = 2.18,

p1,01). In order to further investigate the interaction
effect between treatment and locus of controlu post-hoc

comparisons were mad.e among alJ- six grou.ps (see Table V).

No difference was found arnong both rnternal-s and External-s

in the biofeedback condition and. ExternaLs in progressive

relaxation. The muscle tension measures of each of these

three groups significantly exceeded those of each of the

remaíning three groups, among which no differences were

found.

Beeause the Treatment x Trial_s interaction also

approaehed significanee (r6,rS3 = 2.08, pd.06), an

analysis of simple effects was perforned according to

Kirk A969) on each of the six groups over trials (see

Table VI). .å.djusting f or family-wise error rate, it was
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TÂBLE IV

REPEATED I,IEASURES ANALYSIS OF
VARIAI\ICE ON ELECTRONIYOGRAPHIC

DATA OVER TRIALS

ouree df um Squares r l4ean Squares

LOCUS Of

Treatrnent

IE - Trt
w/in cefl

Control

Trial-s

I-E - Tr1

Trt Tr1

IE - Trt Tr1

w/in Cetl

Total

1

¿

2

5t

3

3

6

6

L53

227

95,66

L552, Ot

7 54 ,68

4s30,4?

5\3,53

28.80

L26 . tI
33.4?

L546. 05

9L77,0352

95 .66

776.00

377,3t+

BB. 83

T?I.T76

g,60

2L 02

5, 58

10.10

I
B

l+

o7
. Jå+!

74
¿s

25

a

I

x-q

16,94^ ^

.95

2,OB

,552

&Jt p{ . 00r
lf p1 , OZJ
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TABIE V

T-V.ILUES . DÏFFERE}ICES ,A.I,'ÏONG FROIYT.A.LIS LEVELS
OF GROUPS OVER TRIÂLS

Biofeedback Progressive Relaxation Control

Biof eedbaclc X

Progressive
Relaxation

Control

r, gga 4.rge

2. l8e

X

Biofeedback
E

Progressirrel
Re1axa.tion'

Control I

Biofeedback Progressive Rel-axation Control-
T E I, E I^ E I

I X 1. oB 3.3?" o,l+? 3.54' 3 ,l4:-u

x z.3zb o. ó] 2,46b z.3}b

x z.gzd o.o7 ,r3

x 3.0?d z,g6d

x o.o7

X

a p<,a5
o na .025
c p<.01
u p. .005

" p..001
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TABLE VI

.A.N.A.LYSIS OF VARIA}ICE FOR SIIVIPLE
ilIATI{-EFFECTS - FRONT.A.LIS TEVELS
OF TREATI\/IENT GROUPS OVER TRÏ.I\LS

Source df Sum of Squares I'{ean Square

Trial"s

Trial- - BFt

Trial - PRt

Trial - Con,

Trial - BFp

Trial - PRf

'Trial Con'

Trt - Trials
IE - Trt Trial-s

Error

)

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

6

r53

5r3. 5

103.1

zot+.+

36 "2

35,3

T36 .B

BB. O

126,I

33.1þ

t546,L

t7r.2

34 .4

68.1

T2,I

11. B

45 ,6

29.3

2r.0

5.6

t_0.1

L6,91+^ "

x

3 .40^
*

6,?4^

I ,20

1.17
g

4.51"

2.90

2.OB

.055

¿frf
p...- . 001

p(.01
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found that the frontal-is muscle tension of Internal-s in

the biofeedback and progressive relaxation conditions

significantly decreased over trials as did that of External-s

in the progressive relaxation condition, Neither the two

control groups nor Externals in the biofeedback condition

sigrrificantly lorvered their muscl-e activity over the four

trial measures.

In order to specifically test differenees among

the three muscLe activity measures of Session I, correlated

t tests were performed for the six grou.ps (see Table vII).
Results indicated that all groups, with the exeeption of

Internals in the progressive rel-axation condition,

significantly lowered their frontalis muscle activity
during treatment from initial baseline levels. No

significant charrges were observed betv¡een treatment and.

post-treatment scores (coruelaied t val-ues in Table VIT).

Hop'ever, in spite of the fact that trive of six groups

demonstrated significant differences between baseline and

treatment measures, onty Internals in the biofeedback and

progressive relaxation conditions varied significantly
from initial baseline level to post-treatment of Session I.

Session II. Analysis of varianee perforrned on baseline

scores of Session II indicated a main treat¡nent effect

and interaetion between treatment and loeus of control
(see Table VIIf). Subjects who had been in the biofeedback

condition during Session I exhibited significantly greater

muscle activity to those previously in the progressive
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CORRELATED T-VALUES FOR GROUPS OVER TRI/.LS OF SESSTON I
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TABLE VII]

ÂN¡,IYSIS OF V.A,RIANCE - ]NTTIAI LEVELS OF SESSION IT

Source Df Sum Squares Mean Squares F

ï-E 1 37.032 37.032 1.41

Treatrnent ' 2 202.69? IOI.349 3,85o
Interaction Z ZB?,652 ]+j,826 S,U6oo

Error 5I t342,256 26,3:j
rotal 56 1868.383
XF p< . 001

l+
p <-, 05
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relaxation or control conditions. fn contrast to the

comesponding initial resting measures during session r,
there was no difference attribu.table to locns of control.
However, the interaction effect appears to be similar.
Post-hoc comparisons by independent sample t tests indicate
that rnternaLs who had been in the progressive reJaxation
eondition during session r were significantl-y more relaxed

in terms of muscle activity than were fnternals and ExternaLs

previously in the biofeedback condition (t = 6.29, p¿_,001;

t = 2.95, p{..01, respectivel-y) and Externals in the
progressíve relaxation condition (t = 3,02, p1.01). No

significant differences were found alnong Internals previousl-y

in progressive ¡elaxation a¡rd the two contror conditions.

s-elf-regort_measy.reÊ. Analyses of variance were performed

on the Affect Rating seal-e yierding rnain effects of loeus

of control for Rela:ced (ur,5a = 7.9? c Þ ¿_,005) u Tense

(ur, 5, = 10. 50 , p 1. 001) , and .A.nxious (ua, 5, = 3 ,?,6,

p<.05). Externals rated. themsel-ves as feeling ress relaxed,
more tenseo and greater arxiety than did fnternals imned.iately

foLlov¡ing Session I. However, post-hoc comparisons by

independent sarnple t tests reveal-ed. that there were no

differences betlveen rnternals and External-s in the control
conditions on these three affects. Âlthough rnternals in
the progressive relaxation and biofeedbaclc eondition reported.

feering significantry more relaxed and Less tension tha¡r

did Externars in these conditionso there was no difference
in reported a¡xiety between the two biofeedback conditions.
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Internals in the progressive relaxation condition indicated

less subjective tension than did Internals in the biofeed-

back condition (t = 2.I5, p<,o5),
.A.nalysis of variance also yiel-ded a significant

nain affect of Jocus of control for Engaged in Thou.ght

(Ur,5, = 6.I?, p1,OO5) as wel-l- as for treatment (rr,5, =

4"08, p1,oz5) and an interaetion (uro5, = 3,85, pL-.05).

Externals ta/ere more thoughtful .than were Internals follovring
progressive relaxation, and no difference was found

between Internals and Externals in either the biofeedback

or control- eonditions. Additionally, a main treatrnent

effect for Enthusiastic (Urr5, = 4.00, p{,025) was

indicated.o with biofeed.baelc being less preferred to both

the progfesslve reLaxatÍon and control- conditionsu between

which there tvas no difference, Irio d-ifferences were found

on the Affect Rating Scale for the variables of Interestedo

Al-ert, Droivsyo Bored, or Pleasant (see Table IX).

Analysis of variance performed on the Strategy

Questionaire yielded a significant treatment effect for
"thought about musele activity" (FZr5L = 6,38, pZ. O1).

Subjects in the biofeedback and progressive relaxation
condition spent more time thinking about muscle aetivity
than did eontrol subjects. Ì'lo other differences among

strategies were found.

Relatiol of_ob jeqt.iJe -and sBÞ jgctlveJne.asure.s of

rgta4alion. Pearson product monent correlation coefficients
were cal-culated among baseline treatmen-tu post-treatrnen-b
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TÂBLE IX

.A,FFECT RATING SCÂLD - T.{EA¡IS] ,A.}ID ST.INDARD DEVIÂTTOJ\IS OF GROÌ]I.'S

Õ

cl'

a
b
c
d

p2.001
p< . 005
p< ,025
p<.05

Rati-ng Sca1e L-91
SJ-ightly -1,
Moderatel.y -5,
Strongly -9

Note:
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and Session II frontaLis EMG LeveLs and self-report affect
ratings of Relaxed, Tense, and Anxious. As expected, tvhen

the correlations of the seven variables were performed

over al-l subjects, those among the four muscle activity
seores were highly significant as v{ere those amon65 the

three subjective variables, al-r exceeding a probability
of less than .001 (see Table X). However, no significant
correl-ations were found between any of the objective and.

subjective measures. Because there had'been significant
rnain effects for Jocus of control- in severaL previous

anaryses of both frontal-is measures and affect ratings,
correlation matrices were al-so composed separately for
Internals and External-s (see TabLe XI). These yielded

simil-ar resul-ts to those presen'Led for aL1 subjeetso

with híghly significant correlations among the EITG

measures for both rnternals and External-s and among the

affect ratings for Externals. For rnternalso the rating
of Anxious failed to reach significance when correlated
with ratings of Rel_axed and Tense (r - -,2?, þ1.25i
r = .31+, p{.10, respective}y).

Because consistent treatment differences were

found throughout much of the data analyses, correJ-ation

matrices were also compiled for eaeh of the three treatment

eonditions (see Table XII). In adctition to the generally

highly si6grificant correl-ations observed respectively
amonÉ5 objective and subjective measures in the previous

matrices, si.gn.ificant eomelations vrere found between
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TABLE X

CORRELATION I1ATRIX OF OBJECTIVE ANÐ SUBJECTIVE ME¡,SURES
OF REL,A.XATION FOR AL], SUBJECTS

123456?
1 r.øø

z Ø,gt" r.øø

3 Ø.2e" Ø.2 j" t,øø
4 Ø.2øo Ø . e 5" Ø.62o r. øø

5 -Ø:Øg -Ø.tØ -Ø.n -Ø.tLr t.ØØ

6 -Ø.Øz -Ø.Ø3 Ø.Øs Ø.Øz -Ø.af L.øø

? Ø, Øz -ø .øø l,Ø3 Ø.tz -Ø.Ø" l.68o L.øø

x

p{.001 N = 5?

Varigble De_s crjgt.i on

1 Baseline frontal-is measure S Relaxed rating
2 Treatment frontal"is measure 6 Tense rating
3 Post-treatment frontalis ? Anxious rating

measure

4 Session II frontal-is measure
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TABLE XI

CORRELÀTIOI'I }/IATRICES OF OBJECTIVE ATJD SUBJECTIVE I{EASURES
OF RELAXA'1'IOI{ BY LOCUS OF CONTROL

rNTaRr\ALS (¡r ã 29)

EXTERN.II¡S (ru = ZA)

.t+

p {.00}
valieþr_ g Dj¡ s.cr ip t i-on

I Basel-ine frontalis measure 5 Relaxed rating

2 Treatrnent frontaLis measure 6 Tense rating

3 Post-treatment frontalis ? Anxious rating
measure

l+ Sessi-on II frontalis mea,sure



CORRELATION MATRICES OII
OF REL/IXATION

1I'AI]I,E X T I

OBJIICTI\TE ÀND SUBJECTIVB IUEASURI'S
BY TRE¡.TT.'mNT GROUP

4s

Biofeedback (tl - 20)

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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, Jftåt+ø,93 t.øø
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-ø.ø6 -Ø.zr Ø.32

Pro ssive ReJaxation

7
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&*JÈz Ø,gz^ 

^ "r,øø
-q*JL f *g

3 Ø.et"""ø.8ø"""t.ØØ
u!\,

4 ø.84^"^ø.8ø"""Ø.al

5 -Ø.3?^ -ø.+go -ø.44"

6 Ø.2Ø Ø.33 Ø,3Ø
¡Às 4* -it

? Ø.52"" ø.64"" Ø.49^

t, ØØ

-ø.86"^"t.ÉØ
xsy- gg-q

-Ø.az^^^ø.?6^^"L,øø

t. ØØ

-Ø.45o

Ø,tB
J¿.q

Ø. s4^ ^

r t.øg

z Y.ø2""" t. Pg
&v-& *s

3 9.65" " " ø.6ø" 
"

4 ø'B?ol"'F '6sno

5 F,TB -F .FS

6 -F,3ø -F.L9

? -F.3L -Y,IB

L. øø

-ø.B|nuor.øø

-ø.zB þ .[tu r.øø

r.øø

þ .4t

ø.2r

-y.3r
.F.39

t.ØF

Ø.Øt

-/.tT
-ø.2e
a p(.10 or p <,05 (one-tailed)

(con't . )
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TABLE XII (con!t)

Variable DeFe.ripJioÊ

1 Baseline frontaJis measure 5 Rel-axed rating
2 Treatment frontal-is rneasure 6 Tense rating

3 Post-treatmeirt froniaj-is 7 Anxious rating
measure

4 Session If frorrtalis measu.re
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frontaLis level and affect ratings in both the biofeedbac]ç

and progressive relaxation matrj-ces. The post-treatment

frontal-is measure significantly correL¿rted with the sel-f-

report rating of Tense (r = .480 p-<.025, one-tailed) and

with that of Relaxeo (r - -.36, p.<- .OJ, one-tailed.) ålnong

subjects in the biofeedback condítion. Hou'evero the

results of the progressive relaxation matrix proved more

dramatic: the subjective assessment of Relaxed significantly
correlated v¡ith all four frontalis measures (r = -.37,
p1,O5¡ r = -,49, p<.025¡ r = -,44, p1.025¡ r: .45,
p1.o25n one-tailed.o respectively) and as dicl that of

Anxious (r = ,57, p<.OOSi r = ,64, p1 ,QQJ3 r = .49,

p<.025t r = ,540 p¿.0o50 one-tai}edu respeetívely).
Regression analyses perfonned on these objeetJ-ve and

subjective measulres in the progressive retaxation condition

indicated that ratings of Relaxed, Tense, and Anxious

aecounted for a sigr.rificant anount of the variance in the

treatmen't El'1G score and ín the Session II measure (see

Table XIII). In contrast to the two treatment groups of

biofeedback a¡rd. progressive reLaxation, no significant
correlatj-ons v/ere observed betvreen any of the objective

and subjeetive measures of relaxation in the controL group.
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TABLE X]]I

REGRESSTON AN.A,LYSES PREDICTTI'IG FRO]\TAI,TS LEVELS OF
PROGRESSIVE REL.A.XÂTION SUBJECTS FROT,î SELF-REPORT IiIEASURES

Treatrnent Score frorn Ratings of Relaxed, Tense & Anxious

Source df Sum Squares Mean Squares F

Regression 3 2?4 .30 g;-, t+3 Lv ,43o

Deviations 5 309,41 20,63

Total 18 583,7L

R = ,686; RSQ = .42

Session II Seore from Ratings of Relaxed, Tense & .A,nxious

Source df Sum Squares Mean Squares F

Regression 3 4oo.g? L33.66 l¡,. Bo'*

Deviations 15 l+L?.BZ 2?.86

Total 18 Bl-B,79

R = .|Oi RSQ = ,49

.¡t

p <.05



DISCUSSION

In his comprehensrve review of studies investi-
gating the validity of the internal--extèrnal- locus of

control dimension, Rotter Q966) suggests that the most

important kind of data to assess involves the attempts

of people to control their errvironments. The development

of biofeedback techniques aiding in the potential control

of certain aspects of the internal- environment has broadened

the arena of responses for which the I-E construct may

have significant implications (Fotopoulos, j-9?o; Ray, Lg?I),

When applied to the conditioning of EMG levels, particularly
of the frontalis musele, biofeedback is often viewed as a

relaxation training method similar to that of progressive

relaxation. However, although the aim of both EIïG feedbaek

and progressive relaxation is to enable the individuaL to

attain both objective arrci su.bjective relaxation, it may

be that the tv¡o techniclues a.re differentially effective
to different persons.

Frontalis EIVIG levels under instructions to
rela-rc during the 5-minute baseline period-were higher for
Externals than for Internal-s¡ âs predicted. fn the novel

and presumably stressful experÍ-mental situationo the

elevated muscle activity of Externals may be explained

i¡r terms of their tendency to experience greater relative
anxiety and tension (.roe, 1971). Additionally, fnternals

may be more sensitive to the proprioeeptive feedback from

their muscl-es ando therefore, abl-e to attain greater
52
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relaxation. However, the differences in initial resting
Jevel"s cannot be attributed solely to Locus of controL.

ïnstructions for the training phase of the experimelrt were

given prior to the baseline measure, a factor which

appears to have had a complex influence on the resting
Ievels. Those subjects in both treatment cond.itions

exhibited greater frontal-is tension tha¡r subjects in the

control cond.ition. l{hile there were no significant
differences between rnternals and ExternaLs in either the

biofeedback a¡rd control conditions, Internals in the

progressive relaxation treatment dernonstrated significantly
lower Ei[G ]evels than rnternals in biofeedback and closely

resembled control Levels.

Although the relationship among attentiveness,

increased effort, a^nd motivatíonal level were considered

of central importance in the cì.esign of the experiment,

these differences were expected to be exhibited in the

signalled. preparatory period., JO-second.s prior to the

beginning of relaxation training. Relevant studies on

performanee rvhich have rel-ated changes,in muscl_e action
potential to effort, mo'tivation, and success in mental

tasks (Gol-dstein, I9?2) observed. these variations in
terms of seconds. However, ít appears as if anticípation
of the training phase may have been reftected in higher

EMG levels for individuals in both treatment groups relative
to control subjeets. The fact that fnternals in the

progressive relaxation corrdition exhibit siE5rrificantly
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lower frontalis fevels than subjects in the other three

training groupso suggests an explanation in terms of both

treatment and Ìocus of control-. The more cornplex and

perhaps more novel instructions of the biofeedbaclc

technique may have affected the a¡rticipation of Internal-s

to a greater extent than progressive relaxation instructions.
Compared to progressive relaxation, biofeedback may have

been perceived as more of a skilled task by Internal-s and,

therefore, as one requiring greater effort and motivation.

An alternative explanation rnay be that the imminent

commencement of a skilled taslcr âs such, 1{as considered

as more threatening to Tnternals. l,'lalmo, Boagu and Smith

(1957 ) discovered differential niuscle responses to su.pportive

ald threatening situations: muscle action potentials

in speech muscl-es markedl-y decreased during rest following
praise and remained high after criticism. The fact that
no differenee was observeo betrn¡een Externals in the two

training eonditions appears to be consistent v¡ith

su.pposition that externaLly-oriented individuals experienee

heightened anxiety and physiologicaL reactivity in response

to novel situ.ations.

Although no differenees attribu-table to locus of

control were found in the preparatory peri-od, there is some

Iimited evidence supporting the suggestion that the two

training conditions may be differentially perceived, A

significantly greater number of subjects in the biofeedbac]ç

condition raised their muscle action potentials just prior
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to the beginning of training than those whose i{Apts either
remaíned the same or decreased. No such elevation of
frontalis tension was observed' in progressive relaxation
subjects. Because it r^¡oul-d be generally expected that
musel-e activity v¡ouLd decrease gradualr]¡ over time 'with

adaptation to the experimental- situationo it seems that
the EllG increase of biofeedback subjects can best be

explained in terms of a preparatory response, getting
ready to perform a novel task.

The basic prediction for the f-E di-mension in
the learning paradigm suggests that rnternals will excel

when eonfronted with a task requiring skilr; whereas

Externals will perforrn nore effectively in situations
determined by chance (.roe, Ig?I). Because both the

biofeedback a:rd progres,sive rer-axation theoretically
require some deg::ee of d.j-fferential skillo rnternals vüere

expeeted to be able.to red.uee their El4G l-evel-s rTrore

efficiently than Externals. This hypothesis vras strongly
confirmed only for rnternals in the progressive relaxation
treatrnent, there being no apparent differences between

rnternals and Externals in either the biofeedback or
control cond.itions. Howevero due to the significant
differences in baseline Ievels, the results of treatmen-b

effectiveness and interaction with locus of control are

more difficult to evaluate

0vera11 treatment resul-ts indicate tha-t subjects

in the progressive re1æration condition exhibited. loler
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frontal-is tension than subjects in the biofeedbaek condition
but that EMG levels were l-oivest arnorlg control subjects.
The superi-ori'cy of the control coudition, v¡hich y¡as

essentialLy visual and auditory deprivation, was unexpected

even though much of the variance may be attributed to
initial resting lever differences. with the exception of
investigations focusing on single motor unitso it is
difficult to find a study in the Eir{G feedback literature
employing a control group. The vast rnajority of the

evidenee supporting the effectiveness otr the technique

has eorne from clinical- reports ín hypertension (l,till_er,

1972) and chronic tension headache (Budzynski, Stoyva &

Adlero rgTo¡ Budz¡mski & stoyrrao l-gzr¡ wickrarnakerao Lg?z).

rn a recent study, Alexand.er and Hanson Ogz4) observed. no

difference in the frontalis tension of Et,{G feedback

trained sub jecis and control subjects. rvr:en testing for
lowering of frontalis Ei{G }evel over the serren sessíons,

they found the performance of the experimentar subjects
to exeeed that of untrained individua_ls.

SimiLar results for change over trial.s were

also found in the cument study¡ subjec-bs in the bio-
feedback and progressive relaxation eonditions significantly
redueed El.iG levers while control subjects did not. Further

differences vrere observed in the differential- effeetiveness

of biofeedback and progressive relaxation in terms of Loeus

of control-. while both fnternaLs and Externals in
progressj-ve reLarcation sigrrificantly lowered their EMG
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levels over triaLs, only fnternals in the biofeedback

corrdition were able to do so. liowarth and Eysenek (1968)

observe that it is meaningless to speak of "eonditioning"
as a personality test wíthout giving due c onsid.eration to
the parameters required by the theory. In the context of
the I-E djmension and tvro lcinds . of relaxat j.on training,
it seems as if one of the more 'important parameters is
the kind of reinforeement. Basmajian (tg6Z) notes that
EIì'ÍG feedback subjects are frequently impressed by the

reaction of the sígnaI to their slightest efforts. fn

biofeedback, information is continuous, eontingent upon

behavior, and easily accessj-ble through sensory channels;

horvever, this informa-tion becomes rej-nforcement only if
it is perceived as such on some level by the individual.
Tn the Fotopoulos ß970) stucly on heart-rate increase, it
v¡as de¡ronstrated that infornation regarding oneçs o'rtrÌ

behavior v¡as sufficiently effective reinforcenent for
Internals while Externals required the additional stirnul-us

of an experirnenter-operated buzzer to attain comparable

proficiency. Sirnilarly, Externals may, not respond. so

effectively to the reinforcement affor"ded b], the biofeedback

proeedure as to the combj-ned stimuli of specific instructions
and propri.oceptive feedbaek in progressive relaxation
techniques.

The suggestion that Externals require more¡ or

different, kinds of rei-nforcement that Internals may al-so

be framed in the context of retention of training. While
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all groups, with the exception of fnternals in the
progressive reraxation conditiono significantry lov¡ered

their frontalis Ei,iG from baseline to treatmento onì-y

rnternals in the two treatment groups trvere able to maintain
the relaxed. state duri.:eg the post-treatnrent period at a

level significa:rtly lower than the initial resting period.
The reduction of muscfe activity in progressively relaxed.

lnternals was more graduar but proved to be continuou.s

with the first session.

Retention of training, however, may also be

assessed from resuLts of the Session rr, eonducted approxi-
mately a week later. The effect of rocus of control
observed in the baseline data is no longer presenti and.,

although biofeedtrack subjects continue to d.emonstrate

higher frontalis levels than progressively reLaxed and.

eontrol surbjects, there !s no difference between the

latter two groups. The in'r:eraction of treatment and loeus

of eontrolo however, appears similar v¡ith significant
dífferences in EtdG levels b:etv¡een rnternals and Externals
in the progressive reLaxation condition. rt appears that
when the experimental situation is more familiar, Externals
reflect l-ess frontalis tension than previously and d.o not
significantly differ from rnternals. The subjects in
progressive relaxation condition, no longer exhibiting
greater muscl-e tension than control subjects, perhaps have

become more attuned to their proprioceptive feed.back and

are able to utirize it. rt may be equally as likelyu
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however, that this difference is accounted to the greater

fa:nil-iarity of the experimentaL procedure.

Regardless of the effectiveness of any of the

three treatrnent conditions in terms of frontal-is .magnitude
and reduction, the subjective feeling of rel-axation

experienced by the subjects is of central irnportance in

assessing their relative merlt. From the overâll- ratings
of various affects irnnedíately follovring Se.ssion f , it
appears that the degree to which the subjects feel relaxedo

tenser or anxious is as closely related to locus of control
as to actual frontalis levels. Internals significantly
differed fron External-s on each of these three affects,
reporting greater relaxation, less tension, and less

anxiety than externals" Subsequent analyses revealed

that Internals in the progressive relaxation condition

reported feeling more reJ-axed and l-ess tension than

progressively rel-axed Externals and EIvIG trained fnternals,

as one woul-d expect from tlieir var¡ri¡g frontal-i.s .l.evels.

However, Intei:nals in the biofeedbaek conditi-ono v¡ho

exhibited. no difference in muscle tension from Externals

in that treatment, also reported feeling significantly
more relaxed and less tensi-on. This may be rel-ated to the

fact that these fnternals successively redueed frontalis
EIVIG over triaLs, while the Externals did not. There was no

difference in reported arucie'by iretween the tvro biofeedback

groups and no diflference between the control groups on

any of the three affec'Ls. ALthough the differences were
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not significant, contro} group subjects reported leve1s of

relaxation and tension between those of Internals and

External-s in the training conditions and greater anxiety

than Internals but somevrhat l-ess than Externa-ls. Externals

in the progressive relaxation condition reported being

"engaged in thought" to a greater extent than progressively

relaxed Interlrals; but, because the trvo groups differed in
the affects of rela,xedn tense, and arxiouso it appears

that the thoughtfulness of Externals may have a negative

connotation. In ratings of enthusiastic, only a treatrnent

effect was preselrt: biofeedback was not only the l_east

effective in terms of actu-aL frontalis magnitude but also

the least preferred.

In order to further investigate this complex

relationship between subjective feelings of relaxation
and level- of frontal-is tension, correLational data rvas

eompiled for the four electromyogrephic rneasures and the

three affects of Relaxed, Tense, and Anxious. Over all
subjects, v;hile there were strong associations among the

EI'{G scores as well as among the affeet ratings, there was

no significant correlation between thern" With the exception

of the affect Anxious failing to signifi.cantly correlate
with Tense and Relaxed among Internals, the correLation

matriees divided among fnternals and Externals revealed a

similar pattern to that exhibited over all subjects. However,

matrices composed by trea'bment group revealed that subjective

feelings of tension and relaxation were associated with
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the post-treatment EMG score for subjects in the biofeedback

condition. The affects of Relaxed.. ancl Anxious were

significantly correlated. v,¡ith alt four Et,iG ¡neasures for
progressivery rel-axed subjects, and anal-yses revealed that
a significant association betvreen affect ratings and EI'{G

l-evels in the controL group.

ït appears from the cumul_ative weight of the
evid."nce in this experiment, at l-eas-bn that the very act
of participating in a relaxation training procedurer âs

opposed to a control situationo rnay serve to increase the
individualts sensitivity to the assoeiation betrveen musele

tension and subjeetive tension arid. anxiet¡r. The only
difference among groups reported on the stratery Qu.estionaire
was the fact that individuals in the training eonditions

"thought more about muscr-e ac'civi-tyo, than control subjects.
Howeveru a number of se::ious discrepa.ncies remain to be

c ons idered.

Reports concerning a general tension factor,
demonstrating a elose relationship betv¡een feelings of
rela..cation and the EMG reveL of a particu.lar muscle appear

to be quite divergent and. generally negative. Nidever

G959) and Balshan (tgøZ) indicate that in both men and

women muscle tension was found to be concentrated about

the Lj.mb musculature with only the muscles of head a:-rd

neck appearing to be unrerated.. rn eontrast, Bud.zynski

and stoyva ¡969) have reported that subjects traineci to
lower frontalis El{G revel-s perceived deep muscl-e relaxation
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general-ized to other muscles of the body, especially the
upper body and. head museul-ature. rn specifically testi.ng
the assumption that condj-tioning of one muscle to rel-ax

witl general-ize to other muscle groups, Âl-exander (lgzs)
found that the subjects v¡ho were nost successful_ in
reducing frontalis EMG exhibited. greater tension in the
arm EI'{G over sessions tha¡ those v¡ho ma¡rifested l-ess

lowering. Indeedu Grim (tgZt) suggests that ,,.. oâttending
to proprioeeptive stjmuri, rvhich is probably necessary in
the preriminary phase of learning to relaxo partieul_arly a

single mu-scler rTrâT cause a tensing inerease in other
muscles (p. 16). " shipman et al (19?ob) found that one-half
of their subjects d.emonstrated consistent tendency for
naximal response in one muscle (pred.ominantly the frontalis
and ealf museJ-e) d.uring the stress cond.itions of their
experiment. rn a general revierv of electromyography,

Goldstein (tgZZ) eoncluded that r¡any individuals charac-ber-

isticall)r respond. to stress idiosyncraticalry througir a

single mu.sel-e or group of muscLes.

The rel-ationship of the autonomic nervous system

to subjective states appeans to be equally comprex.

Observing that correlation among autonomic phasic responses

are commonly low and highly variablee even in direction,
Lacey (lg6z) argues against the sagaeity of assuming a

unidimensional o'arousal theory,' wirich ean be equivalently
measured by any one of severaL physiol0gical measures.

The fact that there was no significant correl-ati.on between
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the affects of Tense and Anxious for Internals suggests

the possibility of differential- physiological connotations

of tv¿o feelings for some individuals.

.A.lthough they emphasize that no conclusions

eoncerning retention of trainingn subjective tension, a:rd

anxiety can be drawn, Lader and I\{atthews (l9zl) contend

that most el'idence supports the efficacy of brief
progressir"e relaxation training in prod.ucing red.uctions of
EllG within trainiirg sessions. The resul-ts of the cument

experiment confirm this general observation and further
suggest that reduced frontalis levels attained by

abbreviated progressive rel-axation are signifieantly related.

to subjective feelings of relaxation. It nay be that
subjeetive states are more strongly associated v¡ith frontalis
measrtres du,ring progressíve relæcation tha¡ biofeedbaek

because all muscLes of the body are systematically tensed

and relaxed. .A.lthough biofeedback was not so effective
in lowering actual frontalis EIrlG levers as progressive

relaxation, it appears to be almost as eff'ective in
producing subjectj-ve feelings of reLaxation in rnterrrals,

The importance of El,{G feedback procedureso hol'Ie\rerr

seem eurrentLy to lie in the area of specific training
rather than inducing general relaxation.

Âssessing the doninant psychosomatic approach

to med.icine as having emphasized stress as the rnajor causal

factor in dysfunction and pathological chalge, Sargent e_t- aI

ÃgZZ) suggests -that biofeedback training hold.s the promise
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of accelerating psychosomatic self-regul-ation. rndeed,

Leibrecht et al (rg7i) found that augnìented auditory feed_

back Þrodueed cluzrntitative changes in learning to controt
single motor units. when groups were trained to criteria,
the nature and retention of learning did not appear to be

affected; irowever, the auditory feed.baek group exhibited
learning si>l times faster. Several- studi.es have eontr-j-buted

evidence supporting the potential of biofeedback as a
therapeutic measure in hypertension (l¡il-ler, L9?z) an¿

chronic tension headache (Budz¡mslci, et a-l, IgZO;

Budzynslci el af , I9Zl & Wiekra¡naskera, I9?Z) .

Eleetrornyographic biofeed.baek proced.ures have

also prod.u.cecl striking results in the eontror of subvoeali-
zation (Hardyck, gt a}, 1966), a major impediment to read.ing

speed. The progedure holds¡ âs r^rell, some promise for
aiding in the understa:rding and control_ of neuromuscular

deficj-t in spastieity (Harrison & Connollyo I9?I) anA

muscu-larly injured patients (Jacobs & Fel-ton, 1969),

The reLevancy of relaxation proced.ures to the

behavj-oraL modification technique of systematic

desensitization (wolpe, rg58) and the eurrent controversy
surrounding the neeessit¡r of an incompatible response such

as relaxation to stressful imagery (paul , 1969; tlatthews

& Gelder, 1969; Grossberg & viilson, 1968; sue, rg?z) must

be re-evatuåted. rt appears that for some individuals flre
absolute level of muscle tensi-on is unrelated to a

subjective feeling of relaxation.
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Matlrs (L974) warns against the temptation to

drav¡n conclusions about the connections betu¡een "i11-def i.necl

personality variables and subtle pìrysiotogical responses

(p. 91)" on the basis ôf a few stud.ies. .A.ppar:entJ-y much

can be l-earned about the basic physiological and ps¡rsþ6-

Ìogical processes invotved in rel-axatj.on trairring. It
seems cLear that, in order for the potential of such

procedures to be realized therapeutical-ly, .inclividual

differences that deterr¡rine the effectiveness of a

reinforcer cannot be overlooked.
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READ E¡,cH rrnrll AND cTRCLE THE ALTERNATTVE (n on n) THAT
MOST CLOSELY REPRESENTS YOUR OPINION ON THE STATEI''TDNTS.
IN SOIVIE CASES IT I,{¡,Y BE DTTII.'TCULT TO CHOOSE, BUT PLEÂSE
SELECT'ONE"

1o à.

b,

2, âo

b.

À
J, ào

b"

4" âo

b.

5, âo

bo

6, àc

bo

?, vo

b.

Children get into trouble because their parents
punish them too much"

The trouble rvith most children nowadays is that
their parents are too easy with them.

Itriany of the unhappy things i-n peopleos lives arepartly due to bad lu.ck"

People t s misfortunes result from the ¡nistakes
they makeu

One of the major roasons why we have wars is
because people donût take enough interest in
polities 

"

There will always be wars ¡ Íto matter horv hard
people try to prevent them"

In the l-ong run people get the respect they deserve
in this world

Unfortunatelya ãrr individual0s worth often
passes unrecognized no matter how hard he tries,
The idea that teachers are unfair to sturlents is
nonsense !

Most students donut realize the extent to which
their grades are influenced by accidental happenings"

VJithout the right breaks one eannot be an effective
leader.

Capable people who fail to become leaders have not
taken advantage of their opportunities,

No matter how hard you try some people just donet
like )¡ou,

People who canet get others to like them don0t
understaud.horv to get along with others.



B, ào

b.

9, ào

b.

10' àt

b,

:-1I" ã..

bo

l-2" â"

b"

lJ " â"ø

b,

14"

15 " àc

b.

16, â..

bo

ào

b.

Heredlty.plrì,ys the major role in determining one0spersonality.

It is oness experiences in 1if'e which cletermine
wha'b thelr o ¡s 1i lre 

"

f have of-ben found tha-L what is going to herppenwill happen.

Trusting to fate has never turned out as wellfor me as making a decision to take a definite
course of action,

In the case of tire vrel-l prepared student thereis rarely if ever such a thing as an unfair test"
I',{any times exam questions tend. to be so unrelateclto course .work that studying is really useless,

Becoming a su.ccess is a matter of hard worke luckhas littl.e or nothing to do with it.
Getting_a gooci job depends mainly on being in theright place at the riàht time"

The average citizen can have arÌ influence in
government decisioÍrs r

This v,'orld is run by the fevr people in porverp âtrdthere is not much little guy can do a¡out it,
When I make planse I am almost cer.tain that I can
make them work,

Tt is not always r.vïse to plan too far ahead.
because many things turn o.ì_lt to be a matter of
good or bad fortr"rne anyhorv.

There are certain people who are just no good"

There is some good in everybocly.

In my case getting v¡hat I want has little ornothing to do with luck,

IHany times v¡e might just as well decide what to
do by flipping a coj_n"

l'/ho gets to be the boss often depends on who v,'as
luclcy enough to be in the right place first"
Getting people to clo the rigllt thing depends uponabitity, lucl< has little or nothing to ào with- it.



17. â.t As far as worl-d affairs are concernecle most of us
are the victims of forces we can neither understand,
nor eontrol,

bn By taking an active part in political and social
affalrs the people can control rvo::lci eventso

18. â. Most people donot realize the extent to which
their lives are controlled by accidental happenings.

b, There really is no such thing as "luck".
19. âo One should always be willing to admit mistakes.

b. It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.

20, âe It is hard to know whether or not a person really
likes Vou:

b, How many friends you have depends upon how nice
a person you are"

2L âo fn the long run the bad things that happen to us
are balanced by the good oheso

b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of abiJ-itye
ignorance, lazinesse or all three.

22u âo With enough effort we can rvipe out political
corruption,

b" It is difficul-t for people to have much control
over the thi.ngs poli'ticians do in office,

23" 8.n Sometimes I can0t uncierstand hol teachers arrive
at the grades they give.

b. There is a direct eonnection between how hard I
study and the gracies I get.

24" âc A good leader expects people to decide for
themselves what they should do"

b" A good leader makes it'clearto everybod.y what
their jobs areo

25, ã.t Many times I feel 'bhat I have little influence
over the things that happen to me.

b, It is impossible for nre to betieve that chance
, or luck plays an imporbant role in my life.



26" â" People are lonely becaus;e they dono'b try to be
friendly.

b. Thereos not much use in tryin,g too harcl to please
people, if they like your they like you.

27, âo There is too much emJ:hasis on athletics in hieîh
school.

b" Team sports are an excellent way to buil-d
character n

28. ào What happens to me is my ow¡ doing.

b, Sometimes I feeÌ tha-b I donst have enough control
over the direction mlr life is taking.

29" àt lilost of the time I canet understanci why politieians
behave they way they do.

b. In the long run the people are responsible for
bad government on a national as well as on a
local level.
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NAITIE

SELF-REPOIìT AF¡'ECT QUESTTONNATRE

DATE

P1ease inciícate the degree to v¡hich each word
descri'bes holv you feel at this moment in the
experiinent by circling tire appropriate numbero

Slightly 1 llloderatel-V 5

345
Strongly p

1o Interested

2n Alert

3. Engaged in
thou.ght

4. Enthusiastie

5, Anxious

6" Discouraged

7 ' Drovrsy

B" Bored

9. Relaxed

10. Tense

11. Pleasant

6

6

7,

?

7B
7B
7B
7B
7B
7B
7B
78
7B

B9
B91

1

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

I)

3

3

3

)

3

4

4

4

4

4

+

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

)

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

9

9

I
9

9

9

9

9

9
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POST BXPERI}IEI'ITAL QUtrSTIONNAIRE - SESSION I

I\IAl'18 DATE

Please indicate the percentage of time J¡ou engaged
in each of the following during the 'Lask"

None of the time All of the time
stared at an object
in the room O 20 4O 6O B0 100

visualized an event
or object 0 20 4O 6O B0 100

thought about an
event or object 0 20 4O 6O B0 100

thought about a
feeling 0 20 4O 60 B0 100

thou.ght about
muscle activity 0 20 40 6O B0 100

P1ease state what percentage of the time your
muscle activit)' rvas lov¿ered from normal resting.

il rime 0 20 4o 6o B0 100

Do you feel you had'any influence over the frequency
of the tone?

yes no
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INSTRT'CTIONS FOR TRT.;ATIIIENT GROUPS

The procedure of electrode placemen'L and recordi_ng

was explained to all subjects ,as the electrocles tvere being

positioned by the Experimenter" They were assured of the

safety of the method, and their questions pertaining to
safety were answered as cornpletely as possible. They were

tolrl that they rnay choose not to continu.e ?t *y point

during the experiment" No ot-re selected this option in
Session f,

BiofeedþqqE" This is a stu.dy in relaxation" At the sou.nd

of the short tone through the earphones, I would Like for
you to relax quietly for about five minutes. Thenr after
four minutes and. thirty seconcls another tone wi}l be heard¡

this v¡il1 signal you that the biofeedback training proced.ure

will begin in thirty secondso you rvill then be able to
hear a con-binuous tone that wil-I indicate to you how

relaxed your frontal-is musele is" lhe lower the tone,

the more relaxed your muscle is". If you become tense,

likewise ¡ the tone vrill increase in frequency and sound

higher. This will continue for twenty minutes" Theno

just remain relaxed for five minutes when Iû11 come back

in. Do you unclei:stand? (questions answered concerning

procedure) Just remember, relax for four minutes and

thir:ty seconds rvhen you vri.ll be signalled that the

biofeeriback tone rvill corne on shortly. That will continue

for twenty mÍnutesu and then you are to relax for five



minutes more.

Progre_ss.ive Re.]!rëa.t_iog. This is a study i,n relaxation"

At the sound of the short tone through the earphones, I
would like for you to relax quietly for about five minutes.

Then, after four nlnutes and thirty seconds another tone

will be heard¡ this will signal you that the progressi-ve

relaxation procedure will begin in thi.rty seconds. You

will then be able to hear a voice over the earphones that
will instruct you ín this rel-axation training" Just follow
the instructions which will eontinue for twenty minutes.

Then¡ just remain relaxed for five minutes when IelI come

baek in, Do you understand? (questions answered concerning

procedure) Just remember, relax for four minutes and

thirty seconds when you will be signalled that the

progressive re1-axation instructions rviIl begin shortly"
They vrill con.tinue for tlenty minuteso and then you are

to relax for five minutes moreo

Ç_qntfql, This is a study in relaxation" At the sound of
the short tone through the earphonese I would like for
you to relax quietly for about five minutes. Then you

wilL hear,another toneo aild you are to deeply relax for
twenty minutes" A third tone will- indieate to you that
the twenty minutes are overn and you are to remain rel-axed

for five minutes when 1811 come back in. Do you understand?

(questions ansvrered concerning procedure) Just remember,

relax for five minutes, cleeply relax for twenty minutes, and

remain relaxed for five minutes morer


